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Discorsi Sufi Laltro Cuore Dellislam
The twentieth century saw a proliferation of media discourses on
colonialism and, later, decolonisation. Newspapers, periodicals, films,
radio and TV broadcasts contributed to the construction of the image
of the African “Other” across the colonial world. In recent years, a
growing body of literature has explored the role of these media in
many colonial societies. As regards the Italian context, however,
although several works have been published about the links between
colonial culture and national identity, none have addressed the
specific role of the media and their impact on collective memory (or
lack thereof). This book fills that gap, providing a review of images
and themes that have surfaced and resurfaced over time. The volume
is divided into two sections, each organised around an underlying
theme: while the first deals with visual memory and images from the
cinema, radio, television and new media, the second addresses the
role of the printed press, graphic novels and comics, photography and
trading cards.
A penetrating analysis of the life and doctrines of the Spanish-born
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Arab theologian. Originally published in 1969. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make
available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist
of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original
texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy
Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage
found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University
Press since its founding in 1905.
I read somewhere that the decision to emigrate comes from a need to
breathe. The hope of a better life is stronger than any other feeling.
My mother decided it was better to know I was in danger far from her;
but on the way to a different future, than to know I was in danger near
her; but stuck in the same old fear. At the age of ten, Enaiatollah
Akbari was left alone to fend for himself. This is the heartbreaking,
unforgettable story of his journey from Afghanistan to Italy in an
attempt to find a safe place to live.
An Account of the Mystics of Islam
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The Philosophy of Ibn 'Arabi
Apocalypse in Islam
Islāmīyāt Masīḥīyāt
Normative Structures in Tannaitic Literature
Toorawa re-evaluates the literary history and landscape of third to ninth century Baghdad by
demonstrating and emphasizing the significance of the important transition from a
predominantly oral-aural culture to an increasingly literate one. This transformation had a
profound influence on the production of learned and literary culture; modes of transmission of
learning; nature and types of literary production; nature of scholarly and professional
occupations and alliances; and ranges of meanings of certain key concepts, such as
plagiarism. In order to better understand these, attention is focused on a central but
understudied figure, Ibn Abi Tahir Tayfur (d. 280 to 893), a writer, schoolmaster, scholar and
copyist, member of important literary circles, and a significant anthologist and chronicler. This
book will appeal to anyone interested in Arabic literary culture and history, and those with an
interest in books, writing, authorship and patronage.
Drawing on the tools of philology, linguistics, and ethics, this book exposes a rich array of
intersections among competing rhetorics of normativity in the earliest stratum (tannaitic) of
rabbinic literature.
Di Dio si parla, da qualche millennio, in molti modi, e diverse sono le sue facce. Quantomeno
due: il Dio personale e avvolgente delle religioni positive e dogmatiche – l'assolata e ospitale
«parete sud»; e il Dio impersonale, inconoscibile, abissale di certi mistici e filosofi – la
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vertiginosa «parete nord». Se un volto di Dio può mostrarsi, oggi, è plausibile che sia
innanzitutto il secondo. Lo suggeriscono le pagine di questo libro luminoso, franco diario
personale e al tempo stesso guida attraverso gli indizi offerti da miti, leggende e racconti. E se
in Le cose come sono Hervé Clerc si è aperto una via attraverso i testi buddhisti, riuscendo a
renderli accessibili, allo stesso modo qui, allargando lo sguardo a varie tradizioni religiose, con
rara grazia offre un appiglio per ascendere verso la più ineffabile e nascosta delle realtà. «"A
Dio per la parete nord" è un libro essenziale» ha scritto Emmanuel Carrère. «Uno di quei libri
rari in cui ha preso forma, in una lingua limpida e amichevole, tutto quanto è e pensa un
uomo». E conclude: «L'ho già letto tre volte, e lo rileggerò spesso. Perché si tratta di un librocompagno, un libro-conversazione, un libro su cui – al pari del suo autore – si può contare per
la vita».
Cyclical Time & Ismaili Gnosis
Acme
Life and Politics of Brotherhood in Modern Turkey
Islamochristiana
dall'esilio di Ismaele alla rivolta dei nostri giorni
Discorsi sufi. L'altro cuore dell'Islam

This book challenges the assumptions of creative agency and the role of Islamic education
movements for women across the wider Muslim world.
Il Lessico di Tomasello offre al lettore un serrato confronto fra l’Islam tradizionale e ciò
che si è soliti chiamare “fondamentalismo”. Più volte, nel corso del volume, il lettore vedrà
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smentite le tesi di quei musulmani moderni e di quegli occidentali che confondono
l’ideologia politico-sociale di questo fondamentalismo con l’autentico messaggio del
Corano. La tradizione islamica è tutt’altra cosa, e soprattutto essa è ancora viva nelle
società islamiche, che in larga maggioranza rifiutano questo genere di devianze, così
lontane dallo spirito della loro religione.
Babayan explores different genealogies of sexuality and questions some of the theoretical
emphases and epistemic assumptions affecting current histories of sexuality.
Translations Across Temporal Geographies of Desire
Conoscenza religiosa
Sufism
Key to Salvation & the Lamp of Souls
A Heart Full of Peace
I Sufi
Johann Michael Wansleben’s Travels in the Levant,1671-1674, is an account of the travels in Syria,
Turkey and Egypt by one of the best known scholar-travellers of his day who collected manuscripts and
antiquities and made some major archaeological discoveries.
The vast Deccan plateau of south-central India stretches from the Arabian Sea to the Bay of Bengal. In
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the region was home to several major Muslim kingdoms and
became a nexus of international trade — most notably in diamonds and textiles, through which the
sultanates attained remarkable wealth. The opulent art of the Deccan courts, invigorated by cultural
connections to the Middle East, Africa, and Europe, developed an otherworldly character distinct from
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that of the contemporary Mughal north: in painting, a poetic lyricism and audacious use of color; in the
decorative arts, lively creations of inlaid metalware and painted and dyed textiles; and in architecture, a
somber grandeur still visible today in breathtaking monuments throughout the plateau. The first book to
fully explore the history and legacy of these kingdoms, Sultans of Deccan India elucidates the
predominant themes in Deccani art—the region’s diverse spiritual traditions, its exchanges with the
outside world, and the powerful styles of expression that evolved under court patronage—with fresh
insights and new scholarship. Alongside the discussion of the art, lively, engaging essays by some of the
field’s leading scholars offer perspectives on the cycles of victory and conquest as dynasties competed
with one another, vied with Vijayanagara, a great empire to the south, and finally succumbed to the
Mughals from the north. Featuring some 200 of the finest works from the Deccan sultanates, as well as
spectacular site photographs and informative maps, this magnificently illustrated catalogue provides the
most comprehensive examination of this world to date and constitutes a pioneering resource for
specialists and general readers alike.
This is the first English translation of Miftah al-falah, a thirteenth century Sufi text, written by Ibn Ata
Allah, one of the great masters of the Shadhili Sufi order. It is considered to be one of his most
important works because it sets out the principles of actual Sufi mystical practices, shedding light on the
sacred invocations, and associated practices, such as the spiritual retreat. Written in a clear, lucid style,
it offers a glimpse into the Sufi world of the 7th Islamic century and allows us to see almost at first hand
how the novice was guided by the Sufi Shaykh and, above all, the purpose and preparation involved in
engaging in the invocation, dhikhru'llah. Ibn Ata' Allah sets out to define it, to explain its nature and
power, to show its results and to prove that it is part of the Prophet's Sunna, or practice. The author
goes to great lengths to point out many Qur'anic verses where dhikru'llah is mentioned and cites many
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noted authorities.
66 voci per un lessico
Conversion to Islam in the Balkans
Wonders of the Heart
La Scienza Sufi Della Realizzazione Spirituale
Studies in Islamic Mysticism
Islamicate Sexualities

"First published in 2005, Understanding Jihad unraveled the tangled
historical, intellectual, and political meanings of jihad within the
context of Islamic life. In this revised and expanded second edition,
author David Cook has included new material in light of pivotal events
over of the past ten years, such as the revolutionizing events of the
Arab Spring, the death of Osama bin Laden, and the rise of new
Islamic factions such as ISIL. Jihad is one of the most loaded and
misunderstood terms in the news today. Contrary to popular
understanding, the term does not mean "holy war." This judiciously
balanced, accessibly written, and highly relevant book looks closely at
a range of sources from sacred Islamic texts to modern
interpretations of the term, opening a critically important perspective
on the role of Islam in the contemporary world. As David Cook traces
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the practical and theoretical meanings of jihad, he cites from
scriptural, legal, and newly translated texts to give readers a taste of
the often ambiguous information that is used to construct Islamic
doctrine. He looks closely at the life and teaching of the Prophet
Muhammad and at the ramifications of the great Islamic conquests in
634 to 732 A.D. He sheds light on legal developments relevant to
fighting and warfare, and places the internal, spiritual jihad within the
larger context of Islamic religion. He describes some of the conflicts
that occur in radical groups and shows how the more mainstream
supporters of these groups have come to understand and justify
violence. He has also included a special appendix of relevant
documents including materials related to the September 11 attacks
and published manifestos issued by Osama bin Laden and Palestinian
suicide-martyrs"--Provided by publisher.
Discorsi sufi. L'altro cuore dell'IslamStampa AlternativaLa Scienza Sufi
Della Realizzazione Spirituale
This book, covering the entire spectrum of Arabic manuscripts, and
especially the handwritten book, consists of a glossary of technical
terms and a bibliography. The technical terms, collected from a
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variety of sources embrace a vast range of topics dealing with the
making and reading (studying) of Arabic manuscripts. They are: the
Arabic script, penmanship, writing materials and implements, the
make-up of the codex, copying and correction, decoration and
bookbinding, as well as the transmission of texts and former
ownership. A similar coverage is reflected in the bibliography.
Il rinnovamento mistico dell'Islam
Creative Imagination in the Sufism of Ibn Arabi
un commento di Abd al-Gani al-Nabulusi a Ahmad Sirhindi
Reading Islam
I percorsi dell'Islam
A Dio per la parete nord
"A concise but authentic account." — Islamic Review. The first concise history of Sufism to
appear in any language, this work remains among the best. A noted scholar offers insights into
every aspect of Sufism, from interpretation of the word of God and the life of the Prophet to the
theorists of Sufism, the structure of Sufi theory and practice, and more.
In the present volume, Sebastian Brock provides an introduction and overview of the unique
themes and features of spirituality in the Syriac tradition and includes excerpts from various
texts throughout the Syriac tradition that exhibit these features.
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By examining available demographic data and petitions submitted by non-Muslims for accepting
Islam, this volume convincingly reconstructs the stages of the Islamization process in the
Balkans and offers an insight to the motives and factors behind conversion.
L'interprete delle passioni
Kisve Bahas ?petitions and Ottoman Social Life, 1670-1730
Ibn Abi Tahir Tayfur and Arabic Writerly Culture
Shaping Modernity in a Transcultural Space
A Glossary of Technical Terms and Bibliography
An Annotated Edition of His Italian Report
In the last two decades of the 20th century, theorising on modernity has
entered a new stage. The former dichotomy between an active West exporting
its successful model of modernity on a global scale and passive nonWesterners gratefully implementing this model in their own societies has been
challenged by critical anthropology and postcolonial studies, and further
elaborated upon within social theory. This volume focuses on Europe and the
Islamic world as two historically constructed geo-civilisational domains, and
shows that modernity was not achieved in splendid isolation in Europe, but in
the tensions and conflicts within the «transcultural space» between Europe
and Islam. The impact of Islam as a complex civilising tradition on the making
of Europe, and vice versa, impinged on the building of political, religious and
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scientific institutions and discourses. These sustained a continuous process of
drawing, adjusting and transgressing symbolic and geo-political boundaries
between the two civilisational realms, from medieval rivalries to present-day
migration-related conflicts. This volume assembles seven contributions by
historians and sociologists covering the whole of the modern era and focusing
on the notion of a transcultural space and the discussion of revised concepts
concerning the genesis and shape of modernity. In so doing, they try to escape
both the apories of cultural relativism and the militancy of the «clash of
civilizations».
Shaykh Muhammad Hisham Kabbani, Sheikh Soufi la Confraternita islamica
Naqchbandi, ha scritto un trattato sulla geografia dell'anima, che inizia con
diciassette carattere distruttivo di cuore per terminare con sei meravigliosa
latenti poteri del cuore. Questo libro si rivolge a un vasto pubblico, soprattutto
quelli che non hanno familiarita con la terminologia Sufi, fornisce un prezioso
apertura su entrambi i discorsi vecchi e la tempestivita del mistico dell'Islam,
in cui interpretazioni gnostico Versetti coranici, Hadiths e tradizionali come le
scienze della numerologia sono tutti inclusi in un catalogo di potenziali membri,
livelli e pericoli di anima durante il suo ritorno a Dio. Ha presentato la sua
analisi come una scienza spirituale di realizzazione di se, ripristinando il
significato originario della scienza come conoscenza - con la conoscenza di se
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stesso come il piu potente e piu complesso campo della comprensione "i
fondamenti della scienza moderna sono basato sulla comprensione del rapporto
tra l'anima e il mondo ." Anche Newton-figura emblematica della scienza
moderna - ha concentrato i suoi studi su alchimia, la scienza che collega la
tradizionale microcosmo del macrocosmo l'anima del cosmo. A proposito,
Kabbani ha affermato che la scienza contemporanea tecnologia dei telefoni
cellulari, Internet, viaggi aerei e sulla memoria digitale sono imitazioni dei
tradizionali poteri di maestri spirituali. Si tratta di un affascinante e persuasiva
dichiarazione, quella che richiede piu attenzione, perche egli parla della finalita
originaria della scienza: che e quello di rendere manifesto il latenti poteri di per
se l'anima nella sua continua ricerca di una contatto con le conoscenze
attraverso il tempo e lo spazio. L'altro aspetto dell 'importanza di questo libro e
la sua raccomandazione di rivedere il personale (mouhasabah). Parlando alla
coscienza dei lettori, Kabbani specifica come suicida abitudini come ad esempio
la rabbia, depressione e avidita persistono se sono ignorati. Liberando tali
caratteristiche distruttive richiede la nostra apprensione, in primo luogo,
alternative. La pratica della devozione richiede disciplina e inizia con un abile
auto-esame e una simultanea contemplazione. Kabbani descrive attentamente il
comportamento e le qualita specifiche di essere conosciuti. Qui, egli offre una
comprensione psicologica del percorso a partire tratti come dolo, allegato
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(diverse da quelle di Dio), sconsideratezza, attraverso esercizi di meditazione
e di emigrazione, stand per la verita, ascoltare con attenzione, concentrandosi
sui sei poteri che si manifestano e dare vita a cuore. Bonde preziosi consigli e
linee guida, questo libro invita coloro che sono o che non hanno familiarita con
le tradizioni Soufies, ad intensificare la loro esercizio spirituale attraverso il
sacro e la saggezza lezioni contenute nella "scienza della sufi realizzazione di
se ." Certo, svela Kabbani, il tempo e vicino. Garrett Graddy MA, Harvard
Divinita. Docente di Filosofia presso l'Universita di Stato Morehead
Explores the belief in Muslim countries that the end of the world is at hand,
uncovers the role of apocalypse in Islam, and examines the widespread fear of
Christian Zionist domination as an impetus to jihad.
Catalogo dei libri in commercio
Le religioni in Italia
What is Good, and What God Demands
la tradizione spirituale del sufismo
Il libro del coppiere
The Arabic Manuscript Tradition
Love, compassion, and peace - these words are at the heart of all
spiritual endeavors. Although we intuitively resonate with their
meaning and value, for most of us, the challenge is how to embody what
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we know; how to transform these words into a vibrant, living practice.
In these times of conflict and uncertainty, this transformation is far
more than an abstract ideal; it is an urgent necessity. Peace in the
world begins with us. This wonderfully appealing offering from one the
most trusted elders of Buddhism in the West is a warm and engaging
exploration of the ways we can cultivate and manifest peace as wise
and skillful action in the world. This charming book is illuminated
throughout with lively, joyous, and sometimes even funny citations
from a host of contemporary and ancient sources - from the poetry of
W.S. Merwin and Galway Kinnell to the haiku of Issa and the great poetmonk Ryokan, from the luminous aspirations of Saint Francis of Assisi
to the sage advice of Thich Nhat Hanh and the Dalai Lama.
The volume Cyclical Time and Ismaili Gnosis brings together in English
translation three of Henry Corbin’s richest and most complex studies,
originally presented at the Eranos conferences of 1951 and 1954 and
another conference in 1956. Each of these three relatively early
studies is built around a complex, highly creative ‘comparison’ of the
phenomenological correspondences between texts (often highly
fragmentary) from a vast range of spiritual traditions from late
Antiquity (including Manichaenism and the sects of Sassanid Iran) –
all ‘gnostic’ in the root Greek sense of that term favoured by Corbin,
though not in the narrower historical sense used by most contemporary
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scholars – and comparable spiritual themes in an equally wide range of
Islamic texts eventually preserved in the later Ismaili Shi‘i
tradition.
Originally published 1959. Ibn ‘Arabi is one of the most significant
thinkers of Islam. Yet he is far less widely known in the Western
world than Ibn Sina, Al-Ghazali, Ibn Rushd or even Al Farabi. This
volume provides original interpretations and illustrations to some of
Ibn ‘Arabi’s ideas, as well as including a number of his texts in
English.
Images of Colonialism and Decolonisation in the Italian Media
In the Sea There Are Crocodiles
Luci sull’Islam
A Ninth Century Bookman in Baghdad
Twitter and Jihad. The Communication Strategy of ISIS
The Re-Democratisation of Islamic Knowledge
Combining anthropological observation with textual and genealogical analysis, Fabio
Vicini's Reading Islam offers a journey within the intimate relations, reading practices,
and forms of intellectual engagement that regulate Muslim life in two enclosed
religious communities in contemporary Istanbul.
Useful guide including discussions on Western sexual morality, Islamic sexual
morality, Islamic view of marriage and women, beginning of sexual life, rules of
marriage and the wedding night, contraceptives abortion, and human reproduction. An
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essential guide for every bride and groom.
Between Europe and Islam
Rivisteria
Understanding Jihad
Opulence and Fantasy
Marriage and Morals Islam
Sultans of Deccan India, 1500–1700
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